
Do you feel any pain or discomfort? 
 
Patient-Son lies prostrate on a table inside a room filled with a tinnitus pitch. Patient-Son’s forehead presses onto the table’s hard plastic 
surface, his short fade exposes ANGEL tattooed on the back of his scalp. Patient-Son is naked, his muscles gently undulate with his 
breathing. Doctor-Mother enters the room. She smells of chlorine and silver. Doctor-Mother has no eyes, instead, her sockets are fitted 
with two white eggs. Dark lashes peel back to expose their fragile shells. Even without eyes her gaze penetrates Patient-Son. He 
breathes in: a wave of sick fuck meat. She wears a lanyard, its plastic purse is empty. Doctor-Mother stands erect over Patient-Son. 
May I? She lifts her two hands, her palms face him, her thumbs jut out like two lambs’ tongues. Patient-Son lifts his head but cannot 
see beyond the horror of the surgical lights. He shuts his eyes and again lowers his head. Doctor-Mother places her hands on Patient-
Son. 
 

I feel I am drifting. 
 

Nothing to be concerned about, my Angel. 
 
She begins to lightly finger his spine, buttocks and calf muscles. Her fingers thicken and pinken. Her breath becomes ragged. Doctor-
Mother pulls out a blue marker to mark Patient-Son’s body: 
 

X for incision. 
X for kiss. 
X for edit. 

 
The marker pinpricks his body with each   XXX   Patient-Son’s groin bristles. Time swells. Turn over please. Patient-Son flips onto his 
back to expose his front to Doctor-Mother. DIVINE is tattooed in an arc across his belly. She runs her fingers over each letter. She adds 
two marks, smiling (DIVINE) The Doctor-Mother abruptly stops, flicking her wrist back to hurl the marker into a corner of the room. The 
marker hits the floor causing other blue markers and cockroaches to scatter. She places her hands on the Patient-Son again and applies 
pressure in short little pulses. His innards shift and a heated fart suddenly presses against the inside of his asshole.  
 

Do you feel any pain or discomfort? Pulse. 
 
frrrt! 

 
The throb of Patient-Son’s pong hits the Doctor-Mother. She grimaces and her brow tightens over her eggs. Do you feel any pain or 
discomfort? Pulse. frrrt! Pooh! Stop it. I still have a few observations to make. Doctor-Mother turns in irritation and bends over to 
retrieve an implement off the tiled floor. Without moving, Patient-Son opens his eyes. He looks beneath her lab coat. He notices that 
her legs are wet and she is wearing rubber thongs each decorated with a single cubic zirconia. He breathes in: another wave of sick 
fuck meat. Doctor-Mother rises again and turns to face Patient-Son. She is holding a pair of scissors. She finds her way back to the 
table, where she places one hand on Patient-Son and with the other hand swiftly drives the scissors into her eggs. Crack! Crack! Yolk 
streams from her sockets. She leans forward so that a slick of yolk spills over Patient-Son’s abdomen, pubis and thighs. He looks down 
at his pearlescent body and smears the yolk across his skin with his left hand. 
 
Once her eggs are empty, Doctor-Mother bends to lick her yolk off (DIVINE) The blue ink from the marker begins to run and stains her 
lips. 

 
Who are you? 

 
Doctor-Mother lifts her head. Yellow goop cakes her face, her breath stinks of infertility, her shells cracked. 
 

I am every authority that haunts your body. 
 
 I see. 
 
 Now kiss me. 
 
 X 

 
Is this … right? 

 
 Does it matter, my Angel? 
 
 X 
 
 You taste like pollution. 
 
 And you taste like veal. 
 
 X* 
 
 Are you filming this? 
 
 No I thought you were, my Angel.  
 

*A pigeon flies into the closed window of the room and breaks its neck with a loud crack. 
  



or, EO Gill’s CLEAVE 
 
The word ‘cleave’ is a contranym, a word that holds two opposite meanings. Cleave means both ‘to split or sever by force’ and ‘to stick 
to, cling to’.1 I asked Gill why they titled the work CLEAVE: I don't know. Honestly, I come up with titles before the work…. I was 
thinking about my own surgery and surgeries more broadly and how they relate to the editing process, of cutting and splicing 
images.2 In using this contranym, Gill imbues their work with a knife-edged ambiguity. CLEAVE binds surgery and film, the doctor and 
the filmmaker, bodies and images.  
 
CLEAVE moves through the filmic genres of pornography, amateur home video, horror and documentary.3 I liken CLEAVE’s movement 
between these genres as a form of cruising. The art historian and queer theorist John Paul Ricco, when entering a site for cruising, 
instantly realised: ‘I had entered a space of erotic, ethical, and perhaps political potential unlike any other, in its refusal of so many 
codes, protocols, laws and imperatives.’4 It is in the mode of cruising, in these fleeting erotic events, where one gives ‘oneself over to 
the ecstasy of uncertainty, interminability, insatiability, and inconsolability.’5 For Ricco, these events summon the ‘promiscuous ethics 
and insurgent politics’ of queerness.6 Through the refusal of filmic genre and convention Gill constructs the cinematic modality of cruising. 
This cruising keeps the film in a promiscuous state of movement, collapsing the distinctions between truth and fiction, character and 
persona, scripted action and improvisation. This cruising opens us toward the erotic, ethical and political mode of transgender and non-
binary film making, where subjectivities, bodies and gazes are mutable, textured and charged. 
 
Throughout CLEAVE performers, Sydney-based artists Athena Thebus and Chloe Corkran, enact different roles over several scenes. 
Thebus performs as the tech savvy son, patient and pool boy and Corkran as the computer-curious mother, doctor and pool owner. 
Each scene is constructed from script excerpts taken from pornography and old Hollywood films. Gill drew from Hollywood films that 
are related around some kind of matriarchal mother, washed up mother figure, such as The Graduate [1967] and Sunset 
Boulevard [1950].7 Their interest in pornography is found in the content prior to the sex: 
 
The sex [in these pornos] wasn't interesting to me, I wanted to focus on the script. I wanted to extract it and experiment with 
it, place it in other contexts. If it isn't in that build zone where you know the sex is going to happen, does that ambiguity 
remain? What is it in that dialogue and in that performative relation that is creating this kind of uncomfortable or intimate 
zone?8  
 
In the three scenes of CLEAVE each role and their counterpart assume particular relational dynamics: Mother and Son, Doctor and 
Patient, Boss and Worker. These roles imply vertical hierarchies of relation determined by the institutional forces of family, medicine,and 
social relations under capitalism. CLEAVE finds the pressure points of these relations, and applies pressure to tip their vertical logics of 
power. What enacts this tip is physical touch: pleasure flattens them horizontally. The forms of touch that we see in CLEAVE are not 
overtly sexual but are ambiguous and erotically charged. This horizontality is a queer destabilization and affective territory. As the 
Mother-Doctor-Boss kisses the Son-Patient-Worker – passing the egg between them – new forms of relation are initiated, bodies open 
up to each other, conventional power dynamics shift, and ethical codes are destabilised. Following José Esteban Muñoz, I consider that 
the relational horizontality of CLEAVE can be perceived as the illuminated horizon line imbued with queer’s potentiality.9 
 
(And can I pause to mention the egg? We see an egg being passed between the lips of the Mother-Doctor-Boss and Son-Patient-
Worker. We see an egg crushed by a hand, the yolk shooting across the screen. We see the Son-Patient-Worker whose head is cracked 
open like an egg, blood-yolk leaking out. Gill aligns the egg with the eye, the mother, the opened body and the erotic object. The egg 
and its accumulative visual weight becomes a way for Gill to unpack what a transgender gaze might look like.)10 
 
CLEAVE opens us – cracking us open like the little eggs that we are – to mutable and multiple conceptions of the body, relation and 
intimacy. The bodily responses that we feel when watching this film is not without purpose. We need to feel the many states of arousal 
– pain, discomfort, tumescence or otherwise – to experience it’s queer politic. 
 
X  
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